
Jive-n Events Module — event planning in 
your Jive community
Corporate events like all-hands meetings, local community programs or virtual training sessions often fall flat 
because attendees didn’t have a hand in shaping the agenda, or worse, didn’t even know they were scheduled. 
The Jive-n Events module makes it easy to socialize real-life and virtual events with your Jive-n community, 
encouraging people to join the conversation and help shape agendas, get involved and spread the word—
something traditional calendar applications simply aren’t designed to support. 


Jive-n Events gives you all the tools you need to create and manage events, including invitation and RSVP 
capabilities, all displayed in a platform-wide or place-specific calendar. Other capabilities include following, 
bookmarks, sharing, liking, comments, tags, notifications, abuse reporting and moderation. Employees can 
sort by past or upcoming events; events they have attended, are attending, tentatively attending, or declined; 
or events they haven’t yet responded to. They can also add events to their personal calendar with a click.

An event calendar for your organization
Workforces are more innovative and engaged when employees can meet to exchange ideas and opinions face 
to face. Even in organizations where physical events aren’t feasible, people often come together for online 
conversations, webinars and other virtual meetups. Jive-n Events makes it easy to organize both physical and 
virtual events.

Connect new employees faster

Publish work-related and local community involvement events to encourage new and tenured employees to 
network and connect. Employees can comment on and help shape event plans, track who’s attending and view 
their profile beforehand, and stay in touch with colleagues they may have met at the event.

Socialize learning events

Leverage your employee network to spread the word about formal and informal learning events. Employees 
can follow, share, bookmark and like events, which show up in their network’s activity streams, raising 
awareness and attendance. Blend formal learning with informal learning by adding Events to a functional or 
topical community of practice in Jive.

Supercharge real-world company events

Energize sales conferences, holiday celebrations, innovation summits and more by encouraging event 
attendees to participate online, too. Attendees can RSVP to and comment on event sessions, coordinate travel 
plans, share real-time session feedback and stay in touch with colleagues they may have met at the event.
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Datasheet



Compatibility
The Jive-n Events module is compatible with the following products and versions: • Jive Cloud and Jive Custom 
version 4.0 and above.

Licensing
This module is included in the following Jive Cloud tiers:

Essentials.

Enterprise.

For other tiers or Jive Custom this module is a paid option. Please contact your Jive account representative for 
more information or email us at . In addition, you can find information and 
discussions about the module/add-on in our community at .

sales@jivesoftware.com
community.jivesoftware.com
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